
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Will a digital services tax change the fortunes of retailers?
•• Differentiating by experience

The shopfitting sector was progressing well after the financial crisis reduced
activity, but the pressures on major sectors of the retail industry of e-commerce
and a disproportionate impact of legislative-based costs on the retail sector
compared with the online industry have caused widespread blue chip retailer
failures and this has impacted on the shopfitting sector. The sector has
responded in the short term by diversifying into office fit-out, but this sector too
has now been impacted by the economic uncertainties of Brexit.
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“The well-known difficulties of
blue chip retailers and retail
failures would suggest major
pressure on the shopfitting
sector. However, the need for
retailers to change the
customer shopping
experience in the face of e-
commerce competition
suggests huge opportunities,
albeit in fewer stores and
potentially different
locations.”
– Terry Leggett, Senior
Analyst
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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